Kindergarten
Area of Learning
Personal, Social and
Emotional Development

Communication, Language
and Literacy

Mathematical Development

Curriculum summary

Autumn 2021

Learning experiences
To develop self confidence by doing small tasks such as washing the drawing and painting
boards. Helping to organise the room, tidying up and arranging the drinking cups and
setting the table.
To enjoy participating in small group experiences such as singing and playing together.
Participation in Michaelmas, Hans Michael, Harvest festival, lantern walks, the Gnome
and the advent ring time.
Children will listen to stories such as: The Bamboo Maiden, the Dragon, Hedgy Hedgehog,
Mashenka and the bear, the Golden Lantern, The Evergreen Garden and The Little Fir
Tree.
Children will learn new songs for the festivals
Through free play, story time, ring time and new songs their vocabulary is constantly
been expanded.
The children will measure lengths, sizes and weights during baking and in craft activities.
The children spend time counting their peers in the group and also toys.

Knowledge and
Understanding of the World

The children learn about the festivals during this term (Michaelmas, Lantern and Advent)
To be connected with nature and to make observations about the changing colour of the
leaves and changes that the children notice daily within the park.

Physical Development

Children will experiment with different ways of moving (Michaelmas Obstacle course,
climbing trees, jumping, hopping, skipping, crawling and rolling.
Children will learn to develop awareness of risks and safety during the daily walks.
Children will develop their fine motor skills by using scissors, sewing, making lanterns,
painting and peeling.

Creative development

Children have the opportunity to create dens, puppet shows, houses and shops during
their play. Children are able to make things such as spider webs, swords, fishing rods and
crowns.

Supporting at home

The Kinde team will share the song sheets with home so you can singalong too…!

Trips and events planned
for this half term

Daily walks to the Kind tree and walks to the ‘Golden Tree’
The older children are going on longer walks in the park to discover new places to
explore.
A ‘Storyteller’ will be visiting school to share a winter story with the children prior to the
winter holidays.

